Topic

Just to let you know
th

11 -15th March
The Greek Artisan Day was a great success. All the
children worked really hard as stone masons, mosaic craft
workers and weavers. They produced some fantastic pieces;
do come in and take a look! The children were led through a
REMINDERS
range of role play activity based activities, a theatrical
Your children looked so super in their Greek
poem, working in groups to re-enact different parts of
costumes; please remember to keep hold of these
Ancient Greek history. This culminated in a ceremony where
for the Ancient Greek Olympics which will be held on
they presented their crafts before Zeus.

English
Following the children’s Greek Hero debate, where they
had to argue the case for their favourite hero, they have
continued to incorporate all this information into their
stories. Most children are now on their Chapter 3 and
thinking carefully about how their story will end. They
then went on to use this data to create a bar chart to
show their results.

Spelling

We are continuing to investigate the spellings of compound
words:
Useful base words:
One, woman, no, any, some, where, thing, head,
every, out, in.
High frequency words:
Upstairs, playground, cupboard, breakfast, dustbin,
clockwise.

Monday 25th March at 2:30pm in the Chapel. All
parents are very welcome.
The Easter Hop for Yr 3 children is on Monday 25th
at 5-6:30pm in the hall.
Maths

 This week we have been revisiting Multiplication facts
and the children have been involved in a range of related
activities.
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different values for their monsters.
MATHLETICS- We have set 2 tasks on interpreting data
and making graphs. Do encourage your children to have a go
at these.

